Career and Technical Education (CTE) teachers are a unique group. While there are similarities between a CTE teacher and a traditionally-prepared regular education teacher, there are also some distinct differences. The differences are apparent in prior work experience, work environments, teaching strategies, and the atmosphere in which they will be teaching the youth of tomorrow.

Although there are many books focused on teaching strategies and tips for new teachers, there are few resources available for new CTE teachers. There are even fewer resources for individuals coming to the field from alternative teacher preparation programs – that is until now! “Your First Year in CTE: 10 Things to Know” is a new joint publication between NOCTI and ACTE with an overall focus on helping CTE students to succeed!

Now exclusively available online at ShopACTE!

Topics Include:
- Getting to Know Your Students
- Addressing Safety Concerns
- Serving as a Role Model
- Establishing Relationships with Professional Organizations

$9.95/ACTE member price
$11.95/non-member price